Four basic cellular automata (CA) 
Introduction
Computational simulation has become a third approach -along with theory and laboratory simulation -to studying and solving scienti£c problems. Based on the use of high-performance computers to model and simulate complex systems, computational simulation makes use of a virtual laboratory in which researchers can build a model for a given problem and run it under varying conditions. Nowadays, high-performance parallel computers are giving researchers the ability to implement inherently parallel techniques such as cellular automata, neural networks, and genetic algorithms -signi£cant mathematical models for describing complex physical phenomena [9] .
Cellular automata are discrete space-time models that can be used to simulate many complex systems in the universe. For example, in biology, they have been used to model systems from the levels of cell activity to the levels of clusters of cells and populations of organisms; in chemistry, CA have been used to model the kinetics of molecular systems and crystal growth; in physics, they have been used to study dynamical systems as diverse as the interaction of particles and the clustering of galaxies.
One of the advantages of cellular automata models is that they provide a simpli£ed description of physical systems, in which only some essential features of the real world are taken into account. Numerically, cellular automata are interesting because they are simple and exact, i.e., they do not involve rounding nor truncation of ¤oating point numbers. In addition, cellular automata have been shown to be good alternatives to differential equations.
Although the concept of cellular automata has been introduced as early as 1948 by John von Neumann, it is only recently that CA has received increased interest in the highperformance computing community.
In this paper we discuss some mathematical and computational aspects of 1D and 2D CA. We also discuss the implementation of four basic CA algorithms on the AG-ILA High Performance Computing System, an 8-node Beowulf cluster located at the High Performance Computing and Networking Laboratory of the Ateneo de Manila University.
Cellular Automata

Basic Components
Informally, a cellular automaton (CA) is a dynamic system of discrete lattice sites whose behavior is completely speci£ed in terms of a local relation. Starting with various initial values, these sites evolve in discrete time steps as each site assumes a new value based on the values of some neighborhood of sites and a £nite number of previous time steps [4] . It is characterized by the following:
• Space is represented by a uniform lattice.
• Each cell contains some data and is connected to other cells in some particular pattern.
• Time advances in discrete steps.
• The state of each cell is governed by a set of laws that are applied at each time step.
A cell is the basic component of CA. In most CA models, a cell takes the shape of a square although triangles and hexagons are also used as cells in other models. In this paper, we will refer to a square cell whenever the term cell is used. Each cell can take any of the available states. The simplest CA model uses binary states where each cell takes the value of either 0 or 1.
A lattice is an arrangement of cells. Technically, a CA lattice can take an in£nite number of cells but most applications require the number of cells to be £nite. In a onedimensional lattice, the cells are arranged in a line or a 1×n vector. Similarly, cells are arranged in an m × n matrix in a two-dimensional lattice. A lattice starts at an initial con£g-uration where each cell in the lattice is given an initial state. At every timestep, the lattice evolves to a new con£guration which depends on a set of rules that govern the state of each cell in the succeeding timesteps. 
Formal De£nitions
We now present two formal de£nitions of cellular automata -mathematical and computational. • Ψ (N (i, j) ) be the CA-rule which gives the new state
De£nition 1 Mathematical De£nition
Note that this de£nition only considers one-and twodimensional CA. It can be extended to higher dimensions. With this CA de£nition, we can de£ne the classical neighborhoods as follows:
De£nition 2 Computational De£nition
A cellular automaton is a computer program in which the following are performed in the given order [4, 6] : 
Wolfram's One-Dimensional CA
The American physicist Stephen Wolfram studied extensively one-dimensional CA. His work involved a £nite 1×n lattice with periodic boundary conditions. This means that the £rst lattice site is connected with the last lattice site to form a ring. The CA has a binary state with each cell taking the value of either 0 or 1. The neighborhood of a cell consists of the cell itself, the cell to its immediate left and the cell to its immediate right. There are eight different neighborhoods: 111,110,101,100,011,010, 001 and 000. To determine the state of the cell at the next time step, the update procedure uses a lookup table that provides the rule. Since there are eight neighborhoods and each neighborhood can result in two possible state change, there will be 2 8 = 256 different state change rules. Each rule is given a number called the Wolfram number. This is obtained by getting the value of each of the eight neighborhoods and combining them to form a binary number which is then converted to its decimal equivalent. For example, the table below gives "rule 86" ( 01010110 2 = 86 10 ). The following £gure represents the application of "rule 86" on a 13-cell CA. • Class 1: This type of automata evolve to a £xed con£g-uration after a £nite period of time steps. In a CA with binary states, this will result in a con£guration with all 0's (or 1's).
• Class 2: This type of automata evolve to a con£gura-tion whose patterns are either periodic cycle of con£g-urations or £xed con£gurations.
• Class 3: CA of this type evolve to chaotic aperiodic patterns. The patterns created are not necessarily random. They are often self-organizing patterns that can be seen in some fractal patterns.
• Class 4: CA of this type evolve to complex structures that are often long-lived. In certain cases, the complexity of this class suggest that they are capable of universal computation.
Cellular Automata Models
Game of Life
In the late 1960's the British mathematician, John Conway, studied possible systems capable of universal computation. After several years of research and experimentation, he created a system that is now currently known as the "Game of Life". The system is composed of a rectangular grid where each cell can have a value of either 0 or 1. A cell with a value of 1 is said to be "alive". A cell with a value of 0 is said to be "dead". The neighborhood used is the Moore neighborhood. The system is updated based on the following transition rules known as the life and death rules:
• Survival Rule: A cell that is alive remains alive if it has exactly two or three neighbor cells that are alive.
• Birth Rule: A cell that is dead becomes alive if it has exactly three neighbor cells that are alive.
• Death Rule: All other cells remain dead or die.
Mathematically, the Game of Life CA can be de£ned as follows: • All cells becoming dead.
• The system becoming a steady state.
• The system entering an oscillating phase.
Excitable Media
Excitable media are extended non-equilibrium systems having uniform states that are linearly stable but susceptible to £nite perturbations [6] . They can be used to model biological, chemical and physical systems such as oscillating chemical reactions (e.g. Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction), transmissions in neural networks, wave dynamics, slime mold self-organization and others [6, 2] .
Some of the CA algorithms used for modeling excitable media are the Greenburg -Hasting CA, the Cyclic Space CA and the Hodgepodge Machine CA. In the GreenburgHasting algorithm, at least three states are used: excited, recovering and relaxed. In this CA, the following update rules are followed:
• A cell in rested state becomes excited if n number of neighbor cells is excited.
• A cell in recovery state moves to the next recovery state.
• All other cells remains at its current state.
In the Cyclic Space algorithm, the update rules are as follows:
• A cell in state s moves to state s + 1 if n number of neighbor cells is in state s + 1
The Hodgepodge Machine algorithm makes use of an s × s square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. The lattice sites (or cells) have values ranging from 0 to κ − 1. A cell is said to be healthy if it has a value 0. It is said to be ill if the cell value is κ − 1. All other cells (those that have non-zero values less than the maximum value) are said to be infected. Its update rules are as follows:
• If a cell is ill then it becomes healthy.
• If a cell is healthy, it becomes infected and its value changes to an integer value determined by the formula
where k 1 and k 2 are infection constants. The Min[ ] function is used to ensure that the value will not exceed κ − 1. Infected refers to the number of infected nearest neighbor cells and Ill refers to the number of ill nearest neighbor cells.
• If a cell is infected, it becomes more infected and its value is determined by
where g is the rate of infection constant and Sum refers to the sum of neighborhood cell values.
Mathematically, the Greenburg-Hastings and Cyclic Space algorithms can be de£ned as follows: 
where #∆ denotes the cardinality of set ∆.
All operations are in mod κ
The transition function of the Greenburg-Hasting model is de£ned by
The transition function of the Cyclic Space CA is de£ned by
AGILA HPCS AND SOFTWARE TOOLS
The implementations of the four basic CA algorithms were done on the AGILA High Performance Computing System, an 8-node Beowulf cluster located at the High Performance Computing and Networking Laboratory of the Ateneo de Manila University. LAM-MPI was used as the message passing library. All the codes were written in the C programming language. Visualization was done using MPE.
AGILA Cluster
Built in August 2000, the AGILA system is an interdisciplinary project designed for computational science research and applications. It runs under a Linux operating system and makes use of LAM-MPI and PVM for parallel programming. An overview of the AGILA HPCS including hardware and software speci£cations are found in [7, 8] 
LAM-MPI
To generate parallel codes for the cluster, a message passing library is needed. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a library speci£cation for message-passing, proposed as a standard by a broad based committee of vendors, implementors, and users. The message passing library used in our parallel CA computations is the Local Area Multicomputer (LAM) MPI. It is an MPI programming environment and development system for heterogeneous computers on a network. With LAM, a dedicated cluster or an existing network computing infrastructure can act as one parallel computer solving one problem. LAM also features a full implementation of the MPI communications standard.
MPE
For visualization, we used the Message Passing Environment (MPE) which utilizes LAM-MPI as its default message passing interface.
The MPE extensions provide a number of useful facilities for MPI programmers. These include several pro£ling libraries to collect information on MPI programs and log £les for post-mortem visualization and real-time animation. Also included are routines to provide simple X windows system graphics to parallel programs.
The MPE may be used with any implementation of MPI. It enables users to call a set of functions and routines to perform the visualization tasks that are needed. This visualization is critical since it enables the researchers to perform the necessary analysis of the model. Using MPE is a better alternative than writing custom built visualization routines or using numerical plain text outputs.
Pseudo-Random Number Generator
To obtain a substantially random initial state for the CA models, an we used external pseudo-random number generator developed by the pLab team at the University of Salzburg. The library of pseudo-random number generators called PRNG is available for download at www.random.mat.sbg.ac.at. The Explicit Inversive Congruential Generator (EICG) algorithm in PRNG was used to generate the random numbers for the initial states of the CA. The EICG was selected due to its excellent splitting properties.
ICG methods such as EICG differ from other linear methods in its geometrical structure. According to Marsaglia [5] and Eichenauer-Herrmann [1] the ICG methods are less prone to biases compared to other methods.
Parallel Implementation
The following steps were used to implement the four CA models:
1. Obtain the rules and parameters of the algorithm.
2. Write the pseudo-code for the algorithm in serial.
3. Parallelize codes using a data-parallel paradigm.
4. Code the implementation in C using LAM-MPI libraries.
5. Use MPE for visualization.
6. Capture results using XVidcap and Xwd capturing utilities for X windows.
Parallelization Issues
The CA models (Game of Life, Greenburg-Hasting, Cyclic Space, Hodgepodge Machine) can be parallelized on N number of processes. Multiple processes can run on a single compute node. The approach taken for this problem was to use data-parallelization. This entails dividing the CA matrix into smaller matrices and distributing it across the different running processing elements.
To determine the portion of the CA matrix that belongs to a single process, the algorithm is de£ned by Eq. 1, where m is the width of the matrix that belongs to that particular process, M w is the width of the entire CA matrix, N is the number of processes spawned for the current job and R is the rank of the current process.
where
The offset from the leftmost portion of the entire CA matrix is de£ned by Eq. 2, where o is the offset of the individual matrix.
The matrix strip de£ned by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 is the matrix of the process with rank R in a pool of N number of processes. Each process operates only on this assigned matrix strip and will then allocate memory for a matrix M P and M T that is of the size m. M P is to be used as the main processing matrix. M T is a temporary storage matrix for miscellaneous operations. Both M P and M T will contain the data subset de£ned by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 per process. For each timestep, data from M P is processed and the new values are stored in M T . The values of M T are then swapped with the values of M P after the entire matrix strip is processed. This method prevents overlapping that may take place if only one matrix were used.
Another issue considered was the implementation of periodic boundary conditions. This process was done by following the procedure below:
1. Transfer the contents of M P [1] to the process de£ned by R − 1. Two boundary vectors on both sides of the current compute node's M P are propagated to its neighboring compute nodes.
Receive the contents of
Results
In this section, we present representative CA simulations on the AGILA HPCS using the following algorithms: Game of Life, Cyclic Space, Hodgepodge Machine and Greenburg -Hastings. 
Conclusion
In this study, we discuss some basic mathematical and computational aspects of 1D and 2D multi-state cellular automata. We show that standard CA algorithms such as the Game of Life, Greenburg-Hastings, Cyclic Space and Hodgepodge Machine CA can be implemented in parallel on the AGILA High Performance Computing System of the Ateneo de Manila University.
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